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Abstract 

The purpose of this project is to compare treatment planning techniques for 

patients who received treatment for multiple brain metastases. First, we want to 

determine if volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) or dynamic conformal arc 

therapy (DCAT) is the better method for treatment of incoming patients. Next, we want 

to know if using U-frame or frameless masks provide better plan quality. Lastly, we 

want to test the use of a stationary couch to simulate imaging while treating with the 

moving gantry. DCAT plans were created for each of the 40 single-isocenter patients 

who received VMAT at Duke University Medical Center from 2016 to 2018. These 

patients were randomly selected based only on the number of metastases, from 2 to 14. 

We created the DCAT plans using 5 couch positions, 2 collimator angles, and 100° arcs 

on BrainLab Elements. We modeled U-frame and frameless masks using 100° and 180° 

arcs, respectively. To simulate imaging, we kept the couch at 0° while using only 180° 

arcs. The clinical VMAT plans delivered to the 40 patients had an average conformity 

index of 1.47 and average gradient index of 8.57. Average whole-brain V3 Gy, V5 Gy, and 

V12 Gy were 564.1, 232.7, and 39.8 cc, respectively. Average coverage was 99.6%. In 

comparison, using DCAT the conformity index was 1.75 and the gradient index was 

6.87. Whole-brain V3 Gy, V5 Gy, and V12 Gy were 441.1, 218.6, and 47.2 cc, respectively. 

Average coverage was 98.2%. The frameless mask plans had conformity and gradient 
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indexes of 1.68 and 6.39 and V3 Gy, V5 Gy, and V12 Gy of 436.5, 191.7, and 41.3 cc, 

respectively, with 99% coverage. Using VMAT for the imaging cases, we found 

conformity and gradient indexes of 1.59 and 11.99 and V3 Gy, V5 Gy, and V12 Gy of 708.4, 

332.1, and 59.1 cc, respectively, with 99.5% coverage. Using DCAT for the imaging cases 

had conformity and gradient indexes of 2.02 and 9.86 and V3 Gy, V5 Gy, and V12 Gy of 557.3, 

284.8, and 63.7 cc, respectively, with 99.5% coverage. Overall, VMAT plans had higher 

conformity index with lower gradient index and improved doses to some organs at risk 

(OARs), in addition to higher coverage and more consistent minimum and maximum 

doses to the target, at the cost of increased low-dose spillage compared to DCAT. Using 

full arcs also increased the conformity index and decreased the gradient index with 

improved low-dose spillage and increased coverage, with comparable OAR doses 

compared to partial arcs. Imaging VMAT and DCAT showed the same patterns as the 

clinical techniques, but with worse minimum and maximum doses, larger volume 

parameters, and larger OAR doses. The use of stationary couch plans should be 

considered with the need for imaging. 
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1. Introduction 

Historic and recent data suggest that the likelihood of a cancer patient to develop 

a brain metastasis is 10% to 40% (Barnholtz-Sloan, 2004; Cagney, 2017; Wong, 2008). 

Typical survival ranges between 3 to 24 months from diagnosis, with high variability 

depending on the primary cancer (Cagney, 2017; Stelzer, 2013). Starting in 1954, whole-

brain radiation therapy was the standard of care for brain metastases due to the 

effectiveness and simplicity of delivery (Chao, 1954). From then on, combinations of 

whole-brain radiation, surgery, and targeted radiation were all studied to determine the 

best outcome in terms of quality of life and life expectancy (Elaimy, 2012). However, 

while whole-brain radiation therapy in some form was the most common treatment, it is 

more likely to cause toxic neurocognitive side effects such as memory loss (Aoyama, 

2006). Nowadays, stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) is a more robust alternative for 

patients with multiple brain metastases from small (2-3) to large (10+) number (Jairam, 

2013; Limon, 2017). Stereotactic radiosurgery involves delivering radiation in a "surgical" 

manner, such that high doses can be delivered to small targets without compromising 

nearby healthy tissue. This provides a reduction in late effects or radiation toxicity 

compared to whole-brain radiation therapy, improving the quality of both palliative and 

curative treatment (Jairam, 2013). 
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SRS involved using the dynamic conformal arc therapy (DCAT) technique where 

one isocenter is placed in each target and the patient is irradiated multiple times. DCAT 

was an alternative to intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) for prostate, spine, 

and head and neck cases due to the extra option of rotating the gantry to deliver a more 

conformal dose (Morales-Paliza, 2011). Soon after, studies were released on the 

comparison between single-isocenter volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) and 

multiple-isocenter DCAT (Hardcastle, 2012; Huang, 2012). The VMAT method’s single 

isocenter is placed in the center of mass of all metastases to treat all targets. This method 

provides a plan of similar quality indexes to using multiple isocenters while reducing 

treatment time by 30-50% (Chang, 2016; Ruggieri, 2018). Past studies found that the 

single-isocenter VMAT technique provides an improved conformity index at the cost of 

an inferior gradient index and a greater V12 Gy, a known factor of neurocognitive effects 

(Flickinger, 2000; Hardcastle, 2012; Huang, 2012). To possibly retain the benefits of both 

multiple-isocenter DCAT and single-isocenter VMAT, our first study attempts to use a 

single isocenter with DCAT to compare with the current standard single-isocenter 

VMAT. 

Furthermore, the shift to frameless SRS over frame-based immobilization 

brought patient comfort at little cost to plan quality (Bennion, 2016). However, Duke 

University Medical Center currently uses both U-frame and frameless thermoplastic 
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masks for immobilization. We want to know if frameless masks could improve DCAT 

with a single isocenter to be more comparable to the standard single-isocenter VMAT. 

For patients with multiple brain metastases, there may be clinical benefits to the extra 

freedom in gantry angle allowed by frameless radiosurgery. 

Lastly, with the increasing accuracy in radiation delivery comes a need for real-

time imaging while the patient is on the table. With the use of MRI-linacs in the US it is 

possible to get real-time images without unnecessarily dosing the patient. If such a case 

arises, it may be advantageous to image the patient while the linear accelerator head is 

treating the patient with arcs using VMAT or DCAT. We will investigate the use of a 

stationary couch to simulate imaging while treating and compare the plans provided by 

single-isocenter DCAT and VMAT. 

This project is meant to continue to provide the best possible care to SIMT 

patients by investigating possible improvements to our current standard of care, the 

single-isocenter VMAT technique. We will compare between VMAT and DCAT delivery 

techniques for three cases: standard patient care, the use of U-frame and frameless 

masks, and the use of real-time imaging during treatment. 
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2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 Patient Population 

Forty SIMT patients were randomly selected from 2016 to 2018 based only on the 

number of metastases. Patients were picked in groups of two metastases (N=7), three 

metastases (N=8), four metastases (N=9), five to six metastases (N=7), seven to ten 

metastases (N=7), and more than ten metastases (N=2). In addition, these patients were 

grouped by PTV volume, in >1 cc (N=6), 1-2 cc (N=10), 2-5 cc (N=8), 5-10 cc (N=7), and 

>10 cc (N=9). 

Four patients were given 1 fraction of 18 Gy, 25 patients were given 1 fraction of 

20 Gy, 8 patients were given 5 fractions of 5 Gy, and 3 patients were given 5 fractions of 

5.5 Gy. Of these patients, 2 had one lesion prescribed 1 fraction of 18 Gy instead of 20 

Gy, and 1 patient had one lesion prescribed 5 fractions of 5 Gy instead of 5.5 Gy. 

The average lesion size is 1.82 cc, with a range of .02 cc to 29.3 cc. The average 

PTV volume is 8.48 cc, with a range of 0.36 cc to 48.69 cc. The average number of lesions 

is 4.8. 

2.2 Original Clinical VMAT Plans 

Patients were treated with VMAT SRS on a Varian Novalis Tx and a Varian 

TrueBeam STX with high-definition 120-leaf MLCs using 6 MV beams (Varian, 2013). 

Eclipse planning system (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) with AAA algorithm 
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was used for VMAT planning. The prescription dose was given based on size and 

location of each lesion as determined by Limon et. al (2017). Typically, small lesions 

receive 1 fraction of 18 to 20 Gy while larger lesions receive 5 fractions of 5 or 5.5 Gy. 

The dose limits to critical structures are determined from QUANTEC papers on the 

central nervous system and critical structures (Lawrence 2010; Mayo, 2010; Mayo, 2010). 

On average, each plan used 4.1 arcs to treat 4.8 metastases. 

2.3 Dynamic Conformal Arc Planning on BrainLab Elements 

2.3.1 Importing and Combining Images 

In the clinic, all contouring is done on BrainLab iPlan. Critical structures for each 

patient were contoured by the assigned SRS physicist, while the target was planned by 

the physician. Originally, the CT and MRI images of the patient in iPlan were fused by 

identifying the position of cross-sectional lines inside a cranial localizer box placed over 

the patient’s head when imaging. In order to transfer the patient images, contours, and 

reference points from iPlan to BrainLab Elements, all images must be unlocalized. To do 

this, we logged into iPlan RT Image using a link from the Duke Hospital website 

http://pigrt/. After logging into RT Image, each patient was found by their patient ID in 

the Duke Main Hospital archive, and under the images tab the option “unlocalize” was 

selected. These unlocalized images were saved as a new plan labeled “unlocalized.” 

Each patient’s new iPlan file was sent to a newly created folder for all SIMT patients for 
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this study. After all patient images were unlocalized and their files sent to one location, 

we used BrainLab Elements to identify the location of the file and import the contours 

and images. From here, Elements was used in the “Multiple Brain Mets SRS” version 1.5 

home tab. 

After the images and contours were all in Elements, we had to recombine the CT 

and MRI images for each patient in the same way they were done in iPlan. A patient was 

selected, then the “Image Fusion” version 3.0 icon was selected. Here, the Elements 

software automatically combines the CT and MRI images using cross-correlation, shown 

in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1: Image fusion, Multiple Brain Mets SRS 

The images were checked for alignment, and if they were not fully aligned we 

manually adjusted the mismatched images using the software tools provided (BrainLab, 

2016). This was repeated for every patient. 

2.3.2 Creating a Clinical Setup and Protocol 

With all patients transferred to Elements and their images fused, we created a 

setup and protocol with which to plan each patient. Protocols include prescription dose, 

number of fractions, and prescription volume and optimizes using a minimum number 

of couch positions and a minimum collimator angle. Setups include the position of each 
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arc: both number and length of the arcs. To create a setup or protocol, the Clinical 

Protocol Editor was launched under the path name 

“%BRAINLAB_PATH%/Common/RT/ClinicalProtocols/Multiple Brain Mets SRS,” 

shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Clinical protocol editor, BrainLab Elements 

One of the existing default setups or protocols was copied and saved under an 

appropriate name. This setup or protocol was edited according to the patient’s intended 

treatment plan. For the clinical DCAT plans, we defined the minimum collimator angle 

as 4°, placed a minimum of 5 couch positions at 0°, ±40°, and ±80°, and set the arc length 

to 100°. We created protocols to prescribe 1 fraction of 20 Gy, 5 fractions of 5 Gy, or 5 
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fractions of 5.5 Gy to 99.5% of the target volume, to match the patient’s VMAT 

prescription. For the frameless DCAT plans, we only changed the arc length to be 180°. 

For the imaging plans, we used 3 couch positions, 0°, -5°, and 5°, to model the stationary 

couch due to the software’s inability to place more than 2 arcs in one table position. We 

used 180° arcs and prescribed to 99.5% of the target volume. 

2.3.3 Creating the Treatment Plan 

With these protocols finished, we moved onto dose calculation. The “Multiple 

Brain Mets SRS” icon was selected to begin the treatment plan, shown in Figure 3.

 

Figure 3: Machine profile, Multiple Brain Mets SRS 
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Under “machine profile,” the machine was selected based on the original VMAT 

plan’s treatment machine: one of 2 of Duke Hospital’s TrueBeam STx, labeled Blue and 

Gray. Under “Patient Model” we used the U-frame couch extension for the U-frame 

plans. The “Supine – Head to Gantry” position was selected. The brain CT was cropped 

to exclude unnecessary parts of the box localizer or table, shown in Figure 4.

 

Figure 4: Outer contour review, Multiple Brain Mets SRS 

After reviewing and approving the outer contour, each target appears in the next 

interface under “Treated Metastases,” shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Treated metastases, Multiple Brain Mets SRS 

Next, the “Selector View” appears with a 3D rendering of the brain and all 

lesions, shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Selector view, Multiple Brain Mets SRS 

On the right taskbar, the appropriate protocol for the patient being treated based 

on technique and prescription dose was selected, shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Protocol selector, Multiple Brain Mets SRS 

If any lesions were prescribed a different dose, they were changed by selecting 

the lesion and clicking on the prescription dose at the top left corner of the screen. The 

“Calculate” button was selected, and after dose calculation was complete the plan was 

saved with a pdf summary using the “Save” button. Once the first protocol was 

complete, the “Back” button was selected to return to the selector view page and a new 

protocol was selected. The dose calculation and saving process was repeated and the 

final protocol was selected and calculated. This process was repeated for all patients, 

running three protocols for each (U-frame, frameless, and imaging) while saving each 

plan and its printout pdf. 
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2.3.4 BrainLab Elements Multiple Mets SRS Planning Algorithm and 
Dose Optimization 

Using preset protocols, the software creates two independent arcs at every 

defined table angle, with arc length defined in the protocol. At every table angle, gantry 

rotation is set as clockwise for one arc and counterclockwise for the other arc. If the 

isocenter is in the right brain hemisphere, the arc geometry is assigned as-is. If the 

isocenter is in the left brain hemisphere, the arc geometry is mirrored in the sagittal 

plane. BrainLab Elements places the isocenter at the center of mass of all metastases. The 

collimator is rotated by the minimum collimator rotation parameter in the clockwise 

direction for the clockwise arcs and counterclockwise for the counterclockwise arcs 

(BrainLab, 2018). 

The software’s algorithm searches the best possible combination of arcs and 

targets. First, it eliminates redundant combinations, those that target the same lesions as 

another combination of arcs that targets more lesions. Next, it splits the search space in 

two and merges the optimal combinations from one half with the other half. Afterwards, 

it eliminates inefficient combinations with a poor ratio of dose to monitor units to each 

individual target. Lastly, the algorithm eliminates combinations of arcs with the least 

number of table angles assigned to each individual lesion, combinations with high 

variance in dose/MU and targets per arc, and those with a high number of targets 

treated by the outer wider leaves (BrainLab, 2018). When the ideal combination of arcs 
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and targets is found, the MLCs are optimized. If two targets share a leaf pair, and the 

distance between the targets is in the direction of the leaf motion, there will be an open 

MLC irradiating non-target areas. If the exposed area is under 10 mm2 of normal tissue, 

both targets are assigned the same arc (BrainLab, 2018). If not, the targets are split into 

different arcs at the same table angle. For each individual arc, the collimator is further 

rotated in steps of 5° until all assigned targets no longer fit the MLC field, up to 25° 

(BrainLab, 2018). 

After all targets are assigned to arcs, another algorithm optimizes the weight of 

each arc. During optimization, a quick inverse Paddick conformity index is calculated as 

the volume of normal tissue around each target receiving more than the prescribed dose 

as a fraction of the target’s volume. The region of normal tissue around the target for 

calculation is limited to a margin of 5 mm around each target (BrainLab, 2018). Inside 

this 5 mm ring around the target, a certain number of voxels within a specific dose range 

are selected for testing. If the conformity improves after optimizing the weight of the 

arcs, normal tissue voxels should receive less dose as a result. After the first 

optimization, the algorithm chooses from a “bag of tricks” and determines if any of 

these “tricks” positively affect the conformity index, and thus the arc weight 

optimization. These “tricks” include changing the beam margin, removing targets at the 

end of the arcs by closing the MLCs entirely, and removing low-weighted arcs 
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altogether (BrainLab, 2018). This process is repeated until no “tricks” improve 

conformity. After arc weight optimization, the dose distributions are recalculated for all 

targets. The full inverse Paddick conformity index is calculated with a larger 15 mm 

margin for accuracy as 

𝐶𝐼𝑃𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑘 =
𝑇𝑉𝑃𝐼𝑉

2

𝑇𝑉∙𝑃𝐼𝑉
 , 

where TVPIV is the target volume (TV) inside the prescription isodose volume (PIV) 

(Paddick, 2000; BrainLab, 2018). 

2.3.5 Returning Elements Plans to Eclipse 

 After each treatment plan is completed, the “Export” option is chosen. “Multiple 

Brain Mets SRS” automatically exports to DICOM with this option. With all treatment 

plans completed, the plans needed to be sent to Eclipse for comparison. Under Eclipse’s 

“External Beam Planning” window, we followed the path “File”, “Import”, “Wizard.” 

We selected “DICOM Media File Import” then “Next.” The highlighted folder was 

changed to the “BrainLab iPlan” folder inside the “afb” folder. A new folder was created 

under the importing patient’s name. We returned to the BrainLab iPlan page from 

“http://pigrt/” as in section 2.3.1. This time, we selected the “Patient Transfer” option. 

Here, we could import the DICOM images and structures in the patient folders that 

were exported from Elements into the iPlan folders created for each patient. In Eclipse, 
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each patient is opened in “External Beam Planning” and the Import Wizard is used to 

import the patient images, contours, and plans from the iPlan folder into Eclipse. 

2.4 Imaging Comparison VMAT Planning with Varian Eclipse 

 Since we wanted to compare the difference in treating with a stationary couch 

with VMAT and DCAT, we created VMAT plans in Eclipse for each DCAT plan created 

in Elements. To do this, we copied the clinical VMAT plan into a new plan and changed 

the gantry, couch, and collimator parameters. The couch was limited to 0 and 5 as the 

DCAT plans were. All 180 arcs were placed where the DCAT arcs were placed. The 

lower jaws were opened for cases that required more open space for the MLCs to move 

while the couch was at 0. The dose limits were kept the same as the original clinical 

VMAT plans. To optimize input parameters, we selected “Planning,” “Optimization,” 

“Optimize.” With the dose limits already set, we selected “Optimize” and waited until 

the optimization was finished. Next, we selected “Planning,” “Dose Calculation,” 

“Calculate Volume” to calculate the dose. VMAT optimization was done using the 

PRO_13623 calculation model in Eclipse 13.6. 

2.5 Comparison Parameters 

2.5.1 Conformity Index 

Conformity index is defined as 

𝐶𝐼 =
𝑉𝑃𝑇𝑉

𝑉100% 𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑑𝑜𝑠𝑒
 , 
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the ratio of the volume of the target and the volume of brain tissue that received the 

prescription dose intended for the targets (Shaw, 1993). For a conformity index of 1, the 

plan delivers the prescription dose to only the full volume of the targets and nowhere 

else. 

 To calculate conformity index, we found the volumes of each structure and 

prescription isodose line. To do this for one plan, the patient’s plan was opened in 

Eclipse’s “External Treatment Planning” window. Under each plan, a set of images and 

structures appeared on the left-hand side of the screen. For plans that include a 

“PTV_all” structure, a right click and “Measure Volume” option gave the volume of the 

PTV. If the full PTV structure isn’t contoured, the volume of each individual expanded 

target, e.g. “ExpRtInfFrMet,” is measured and the PTV is their sum. To calculate the 

prescription isodose volume, a right click on “Dose” then “Convert Isodose Level to 

Structure…” provided a popup to create a structure. The parameter “100%” was 

inputted and the prescription isodose structure was created under an appropriate name. 

Its volume was measured in the same way as the PTV. This was repeated for each plan 

for each patient. 

2.5.2 Gradient Index 

The gradient index is defined as 

𝐺𝐼 =
𝑉50% 𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑑𝑜𝑠𝑒

𝑉100% 𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑑𝑜𝑠𝑒
 , 
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the ratio of the volume of the 50% isodose line and 100% isodose line. A higher gradient 

index implies a slower dose falloff with distance away from the target (Shaw, 1993). 

To create the 50% isodose structure, the same steps were followed as in section 

2.5.1 for the 100% isodose line. Instead of 100%, 50% was inputted into the prompt under 

“Create Isodose Level Structure…” and its volume was measured. This was repeated for 

each plan for each patient. 

2.5.3 Volumetric Parameters 

V3 Gy, V5 Gy, and V12 Gy are defined as the total volume of the brain that receives 3 

Gy, 5 Gy, and 12 Gy, respectively, including PTV volume. To calculate these, we used 

Eclipse’s “External Beam Planning” and selected the plan in question. Of the four boxes 

shown on the interface, the top right is right clicked, and “Show Dose Volume 

Histogram View” is selected. At the bottom of the main page, the “Dose Statistics” tab 

was selected. The “Outer Contour” structure was selected, and a plot was shown on the 

Dose Volume Histogram box. To the right side of the toolbar, the “Show Cross-Hair” 

button was selected. Points on the outer contour plot were selected until the “Dose 

(cGy)” axis showed 3 Gy. The volume (in cc) was recorded. This is repeated for 5 Gy and 

12 Gy, and for each patient. 
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2.5.4 Dosimetric Parameters 

Lastly, minimum and maximum doses to the targets as well as maximum doses 

to the organs at risk were recorded. Lesion coverage, the percent volume of each target 

that is covered by the 100% isodose line, was also recorded for each metastasis. The 

minimum and maximum doses to each target and organ at risk were read off under 

“Dose Statistics” in the “External Beam Planning” section of Eclipse. Coverage was 

found by using the cross-hairs in the DVH as in section 2.5.3 to move to the 100% dose 

point. The volume percentage was read off as the coverage value. 

4. Results 

4.1 Results for All Patients 

Table 1: Average Coverage, Minimum Dose, and Maximum Dose 

to the Targets Per Technique 

 Coverage 

(%) 

Std Dev Min Dose 

(%) 

Std Dev Max Dose 

(%) 

Std Dev 

Clinical 

VMAT 

99.6 0.65 97.7 4.1 117.1 6.2 

U-Frame 

DCAT 

98.2 2.2 92.7 4.9 124.2 8.2 

Frameless 

DCAT 

99 1.2 94.6 2.9 125.1 8 

Imaging 

VMAT 

99.5 1.7 99.4 4.4 120.6 7.9 

Imaging 

DCAT 

99.5 1.5 97.3 5.9 133.3 14.4 
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Table 2: Kruskal-Wallis P-Values for Coverage, Minimum Dose, 

and Maximum Dose to the Targets 

 Coverage P-Value Min Dose P-Value Max Dose P-Value 

Clinical VMAT vs 

Clinical DCATs 

< 0.00001 < 0.00001 < 0.00001 

U-Frame DCAT vs 

Clinical DCAT 

0.00001 0.00005 0.262 

Imaging VMAT vs 

Imaging DCAT 

0.955 < 0.00001 < 0.00001 

 

Overall coverage is larger for clinical VMAT than both DCAT 

techniques, although frameless DCAT increased coverage over U-frame. 

There is no significant difference in coverage between both imaging plans. 

Minimum and maximum doses are also larger for clinical VMAT than both 

DCAT techniques, and frameless DCAT has a larger minimum dose than U-

frame DCAT. Maximum dose was comparable between DCAT plans. 

Imaging VMAT plans had a larger minimum dose and smaller maximum 

dose than the imaging DCAT plans. The spread of maximum doses is twice 

as large for imaging DCAT than imaging VMAT. 
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Table 3: Average Conformity and Gradient Indexes Per Technique 

 CI Std Dev GI Std Dev 

Clinical 

VMAT 

1.47 0.3 8.57 4.49 

U-Frame 

DCAT 

1.75 0.52 6.87 2.72 

Frameless 

DCAT 

1.68 0.34 6.39 2.27 

Imaging 

VMAT 

1.6 0.54 11.99 7.35 

Imaging 

DCAT 

2.02 0.58 9.86 4.58 

 

Table 4: Kruskal-Wallis P-Values for Conformity and Gradient 

Indexes 

 CI P-Value GI P-Value 

Clinical VMAT vs 

Clinical DCATs 

0.00036 0.237 

U-Frame DCAT vs 

Clinical DCAT 

0.224 0.459 

Imaging VMAT vs 

Imaging DCAT 

0.00004 0.378 

 

Conformity index on average is lower for clinical VMAT plans 

compared to both DCAT techniques. Further, frameless DCAT plans have a 

lower average conformity index than the U-frame DCAT plans, although the 

p-value suggests somewhat comparable conformity. The imaging VMAT 

plans have a lower conformity index than the imaging DCAT plans as well, 

with the latter having the highest conformity index of all techniques. 

Average gradient index is larger for clinical VMAT plans compared to both 
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DCAT techniques, while the frameless DCAT technique’s gradient index is 

larger than U-frame, but again the p-value suggests comparable results. The 

imaging VMAT plans’ gradient index is the highest of all techniques. 

Table 5: Average Max Doses to OARs (% of Prescription) Per 

Technique 

 Brainstem Optic Chiasm Left Eye Right Eye 

Clinical 

VMAT 

26.3 9.56 7.46 6.02 

U-Frame 

DCAT 

29.71 9.87 7.88 6.73 

Frameless 

DCAT 

28.48 10.39 10.13 8.59 

Imaging 

VMAT 

29.68 10.19 10.15 8.83 

Imaging 

DCAT 

36.57 11.95 12.18 9.85 

 

Table 6: Average Max Doses to OARs (% of Prescription) Per 

Technique, cont. 

 Left Lens Right Lens Left Optic Nerve Right Optic Nerve 

Clinical 

VMAT 

3.51 2.52 9.71 9.19 

U-Frame 

DCAT 

2.27 1.9 10.68 10.35 

Frameless 

DCAT 

5.08 4.05 12.16 11.2 

Imaging 

VMAT 

5.49 4.71 10.62 10.58 

Imaging 

DCAT 

6.64 5.1 14.4 12.97 
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Table 7: Kruskal-Wallis P-Values for Max Doses to OARs 

 Brainstem 

P-Value 

Optic Chiasm 

P-Value 

Left Eye P-

Value 

Right Eye P-

Value 

Clinical VMAT vs 

Clinical DCATs 

0.885 0.881 0.0554 0.0525 

U-Frame DCAT vs 

Clinical DCAT 

0.662 0.613 0.0212 0.0286 

Imaging VMAT vs 

Imaging DCAT 

0.488 0.836 0.912 0.855 

 

Table 8: Kruskal-Wallis P-Values for Max Doses to OARs, cont. 

 Left Lens P-

Values 

Right Lens P-

Value 

Left Optic 

Nerve P-Value 

Right Optic 

Nerve P-Value 

Clinical VMAT vs 

Clinical DCATs 

0.00133 0.00041 0.312 0.617 

U-Frame DCAT vs 

Clinical DCAT 

0.00031 0.00009 0.315 0.348 

Imaging VMAT vs 

Imaging DCAT 

0.718 0.351 0.791 0.939 

 

Doses to organs at risk vary with each plan and technique. Clinical 

VMAT plans consistently lowered doses to some OARs, such as the eyes 

and lenses, compared to both DCAT plans. Frameless DCAT plans had 

larger doses to the eyes and lenses than U-frame DCAT plans. Both imaging 

plans generally increased OAR doses compared to the clinical techniques 

but were largely comparable between each other. 
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Table 9: Average Volumetric Parameters Per Technique 

 V3 Gy (cc) V5 Gy (cc) V12 Gy (cc) 

Clinical 

VMAT 

564.1 232.7 39.8 

U-Frame 

DCAT 

441.1 218.6 47.2 

Frameless 

DCAT 

448.9 198.7 43.5 

Imaging 

VMAT 

708.4 332.1 59.1 

Imaging 

DCAT 

557.3 284.8 63.7 

 

Table 10: Kruskal-Wallis P-Values for Volumetric Parameters 

 V3 Gy P-Value V5 Gy P-Value V12 Gy P-Value 

Clinical VMAT vs 

Clinical DCATs 

0.136 0.277 0.653 

U-Frame DCAT vs 

Clinical DCAT 

0.878 0.777 0.711 

Imaging VMAT vs 

Imaging DCAT 

0.0799 0.211 0.551 

 

All DCAT techniques decreased average V3 Gy compared to VMAT. 

However, as dose increases the clinical plans become comparable. V5 Gy is 

still lower for all DCAT plans, but V12 Gy is larger in U-frame and frameless 

DCAT plans compared to clinical VMAT plans. U-frame DCAT plans have a 

larger V5 Gy, and V12 Gy than frameless DCAT, but smaller V3 Gy. P-values 

suggest that frameless and U-Frame volume parameters are similar, as well 

as V12 Gy between all clinical plans. In addition, imaging VMAT volume 
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parameters are all larger than imaging DCAT, but p-values suggest 

comparable results for higher doses. 

4.2 Results by Number of Metastases 

4.2.1 Conformity and Gradient Indexes for All Techniques 

 

Figure 8: Conformity index for each technique, grouped by number 

of metastases 

From Figure 8, overall conformity index is generally lower for U-

frame DCAT plans than both frameless DCAT and clinical VMAT plans. 

While the clinical VMAT plans maintained a low conformity index in the 

full range of metastases, both DCAT plans struggled more in the 7-10 and 

>10 mets groups. Further, the imaging DCAT plans also struggled in the 7-

10 and >10 mets groups while the imaging VMAT plans remained lower for 

all groups. 
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Figure 9: Gradient index for each technique, grouped by number of 

metastases 

From Figure 9, the clinical VMAT plans generally have a higher 

gradient index than the U-frame DCAT plans, which have a higher gradient 

index than frameless DCAT plans. Gradient index is significantly higher 

using VMAT than DCAT in the 3 mets and 4 mets groups. Similarly, 

imaging DCAT plans have a lower gradient index than the imaging VMAT 

plans except for >10 mets, where the imaging DCAT technique struggled 

with creating a sharp dose falloff. 
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4.2.2 Clinical VMAT Dosimetric Parameters 

 

  

Figure 10: Coverage of each individual metastasis, grouped by number of 

metastases, for clinical VMAT plans 
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Figure 12: Maximum dose to each individual metastasis, grouped by number 

of metastases, for clinical VMAT plans 

Figure 11: Minimum dose to each individual metastasis, grouped by 

number of metastases, for clinical VMAT plans 
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4.2.3 U-Frame DCAT Dosimetric Parameters 

 

Figure 13: Coverage of each individual metastasis, grouped by number of 

metastases, for U-frame DCAT plans 

 

Figure 14: Minimum dose to each individual metastasis, grouped by number 

of metastases, for U-frame DCAT plans 
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Figure 15: Maximum dose to each individual metastasis, grouped by number 

of metastases, for U-frame DCAT plans 

4.2.4 Frameless DCAT Dosimetric Parameters 

 

Figure 16: Coverage for each individual metastasis, grouped by number of 

metastases, for frameless DCAT plans 
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Figure 17: Minimum dose to each individual metastasis, grouped by number 

of metastases, for frameless DCAT plans 

 

Figure 18: Maximum dose to each individual metastasis, grouped by number 

of metastases, for U-frame DCAT plans 
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4.2.5 Imaging VMAT Dosimetric Parameters 

 

Figure 19: Coverage for each individual metastasis, grouped by number of 

metastases, for imaging VMAT plans 

 

Figure 20: Minimum dose to each individual metastasis, grouped by number 

of metastases, for imaging VMAT plans 
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Figure 21: Maximum dose to each individual metastasis, grouped by number 

of metastases, for imaging VMAT plans 

4.2.6 Imaging DCAT Dosimetric Parameters 

 

Figure 22: Coverage for each individual metastasis, grouped by number of 

metastases, for imaging DCAT plans 
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Figure 23: Minimum dose to each individual metastasis, grouped by number 

of metastases, for imaging DCAT plans 

 

Figure 24: Maximum dose to each individual metastasis, grouped by number 

of metastases, for imaging DCAT plans 
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4.3 Results by PTV Volume 

4.3.1 Clinical VMAT Dosimetric Parameters 

 

Figure 25: Coverage of each individual metastasis, grouped by PTV volume, 

for clinical VMAT plans 

 

Figure 26: Minimum dose to each individual metastasis, grouped by PTV 

volume, for clinical VMAT plans 
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Figure 27: Maximum dose to each individual metastasis, grouped by PTV 

volume, for clinical VMAT plans 

4.3.2 U-Frame DCAT Dosimetric Parameters 

 

Figure 28: Coverage of each individual metastasis, grouped by PTV volume, 

for U-Frame DCAT plans 
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Figure 29: Minimum dose to each individual metastasis, grouped by PTV 

volume, for U-Frame DCAT plans 

 

Figure 30: Maximum dose to each individual metastasis, grouped by PTV 

volume, for U-Frame DCAT plans 
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4.3.3 Frameless DCAT Dosimetric Parameters 

 

Figure 31: Coverage for each individual metastasis, grouped by PTV volume, 

for frameless DCAT plans 

 

Figure 32: Minimum dose to each individual metastasis, grouped by PTV 

volume, for frameless DCAT plans 
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Figure 33: Maximum dose to each individual metastasis, grouped by PTV 

volume, for frameless DCAT plans 

4.3.4 Imaging VMAT Dosimetric Parameters 

 

Figure 34: Coverage for each individual metastasis, grouped by PTV volume, 

for imaging VMAT plans 
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Figure 35: Minimum dose to each individual metastasis, grouped by PTV 

volume, for imaging VMAT plans 

 

Figure 36: Maximum dose to each individual metastasis, grouped by PTV 

volume, for imaging VMAT plans 
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4.3.5 Imaging DCAT Dosimetric Parameters 

 

Figure 37: Coverage for each individual metastasis, grouped by PTV volume, 

for imaging DCAT plans 

 

Figure 38: Minimum dose to each individual metastasis, grouped by PTV 

volume, for imaging DCAT plans 
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Figure 39: Maximum dose to each individual metastasis, grouped by PTV 

volume, for imaging DCAT plans 

5. Discussion 

The overall dose and volume results align with those of studies comparing 

single-isocenter VMAT to multiple-isocenter DCAT (Molinier, 2016; Morales-Paliza, 

2011; Ruggieri, 2018). The VMAT technique lowered doses to some OARs with a more 

conformal dose distribution, while DCAT generally gave a better gradient index and 

improved low-dose spillage. Several OAR doses, V5 Gy, and V12 Gy were comparable 

between both techniques. 

Minimum and maximum doses were improved with the VMAT technique, as 

several metastases in most higher-mets groups received both significantly less and more 

dose than what was prescribed with the DCAT technique. Further, coverage was at least 

1.5% better using VMAT across all patients compared to U-frame DCAT. Overall, U-
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frame DCAT plans underdosed some area of the target by an average of 7%, overdosed 

some areas by an average of 25%, and adequately covered 1.5% less of the target 

compared to VMAT. Frameless DCAT was slightly closer to VMAT, with 99% coverage 

compared to VMAT’s 99.6% and a minimum dose of 94.6% of the prescription compared 

to VMAT’s 97.7%. 

Comparing U-frame and frameless DCAT techniques shows overall better 

coverage and larger minimum dose when using the frameless technique. Maximum 

dose to the target and most OAR doses were comparable between the DCAT techniques. 

In addition, average conformity index improved from 1.75 to 1.68, while average 

gradient index improved from 6.87 to 6.39, suggesting a more conformal dose with a 

steeper gradient. The results vary greatly on the location of the targets and position of 

the arcs, as frameless techniques have an extra 80° behind the patient head to deliver. 

Both imaging plans followed a pattern of high coverage but wildly variable 

minimum and maximum doses, as well as large conformity and gradient indexes. One 

imaging DCAT plan had one lesion receive nearly double the prescription dose, as the 

restriction to one arc position meant there was no other way to deliver adequate dose to 

all targets. The imaging VMAT cases had a gradient index of nearly 12, meaning the 

average size of the 50% isodose volume is 12 times the size of the target volume. It 

follows that V3 Gy, V5 Gy, and V12 Gy are higher for the imaging plans than the clinical ones, 
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and imaging VMAT has the highest of all techniques, except for the latter parameter, in 

which DCAT is higher by an average of 3.6 cc. Directly comparing the imaging plans, 

minimum dose, gradient index, and V3 Gy were consistently higher for the imaging 

VMAT plans, while maximum dose and conformity index were higher for the imaging 

DCAT plans. 

When comparing between groups, there is a general trend for most techniques of 

higher minimum and maximum doses as number of metastases increases. In addition, 

most absolute minimum or maximum doses occur in the higher-mets groups, such as 7-

10 or >10 mets. While VMAT can handle the conformal distribution necessary to deliver 

an adequate plan, some DCAT plans had much inferior coverage, minimum, and 

maximum doses as it could not deliver the conformality that VMAT can. Comparing 

with PTV volume gives similar results, suggesting DCAT is inferior to VMAT for both 

higher number of mets and higher PTV volume. 

Past studies have discussed late radiation effects and life expectancy of patients 

who received treatment for brain metastases, whether with SRS or WBRT (Brown, 2017; 

Wong, 2008). However, the patients selected in this study received treatment from 2016 

to 2018, so potential late effects have not yet developed. In addition, life expectancy is 

low for patients with multiple brain metastases who receive this treatment, so several 

more patients would be needed to conduct a full evaluation of late effects (Wong, 2008). 
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It has been suggested that V12 Gy can be used as a metric of postradiosurgery injury 

(Flickinger, 2000). Overall, VMAT had a lower V12 Gy than both U-frame and frameless 

DCAT, but only beat the latter by approximately 2 cc. For the reasons mentioned, late 

effects will not be a metric used to discuss plan quality. 

For patients with multiple prescription doses, conformity and gradient index 

were not included in the average due to the uncertain nature of the calculation of 50% 

and 100% isodose lines. For example, for a patient with 4 metastases prescribed 20 Gy 

and 1 prescribed 18 Gy, the 50% isodose line of the lone lesion is 9 Gy, but the 9 Gy 

isodose line also includes the doses to the other metastases. If two lesions are close to 

each other, the isodose lines may even overlap with no intuitive way to separate them. 

It should be noted that the conformity index calculation assumes that the entirety 

of the 100% isodose line encompasses the PTV, and similarly for the gradient index that 

the 50% isodose line encompasses the 100% isodose line. The formulae as-is would give 

the same result regardless of the location of each isodose line. The Paddick conformity 

index considers the overlapping volumes of the isodose and target (Paddick, 2000). 

However, the general conformity index was used because the isodose lines were 

checked to confirm they fully overlap. 

It follows from the definition of the conformity index that a more conformal 

beam, i.e. a smaller conformity index, causes an increase in gradient index due to the 
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smaller 100% isodose volume. Dose gradient comparisons may be more useful when 

considering only the 50% isodose volume. 

The different dose calculation algorithms used for VMAT and DCAT may have 

different preferences on how low V3 Gy and V5 Gy must be for an acceptable plan. It’s 

worth noting that while the algorithm difference between Elements and Eclipse may 

push the V3 Gy down for the DCAT plans, there is more data behind using V12 Gy as a 

metric of radiation toxicity, and thus plan quality. V12 Gy is comparable between all 

clinical plans regardless of technique. 

Lastly, when simulating imaging while treating a patient, we only kept the couch 

stationary. However, there is a possibility that the gantry or MLC speeds are limited for 

an MR-linac, which would limit the success of these simplified plans. If the linac acts the 

same with MR imaging as without it, we can use these plans as accurate simulations of 

MR-linac treatment. As stated earlier, the “stationary” couch consisted of 3 table angles 

within 5° of each other, as BrainLab Elements could not place all arcs at the 0° position, 

which gives the gantry more freedom than a truly stationary couch. 

6. Conclusion 

Overall, U-frame DCAT improves low-dose spillage compared to VMAT at the 

cost of a more conformal dose to the target. However, VMAT’s conformal dose resulted 

in less dose to nearly all organs at risk, improved target coverage, and more consistent 
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minimum and maximum doses to the target. The extra freedom of gantry movement 

provided by frameless masks increases conformity, coverage, minimum and maximum 

dose to the target and improves low-dose spillage compared to the U-frame mask. 

Although frameless DCAT improved most parameters over U-frame, the results that 

favor the clinical VMAT plans remain an improvement. Using a stationary couch, both 

with VMAT and DCAT, is overall less effective than the other three techniques, with 

large conformity and gradient indexes, larger volumes of healthy brain exposed to low 

doses, and poorer OAR sparing, all amplified for patients with a large number of 

metastases. However, the use of these plans should be considered with the benefit to 

imaging the patient during treatment. Further studies are needed to confirm the 

feasibility of delivering these plans to patients requiring image-guided therapy, as they 

provided comparable results for several cases. 
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